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Abstract 
 
Energy reduction becomes one of the crucial points in the wireless sensor 
network routing protocol mean, because most of the sensor nodes are set with 

the inadequate non rechargeable battery power and some are rechargeable. 

Network life is entirely based on the energy obtained from battery. In this 

research my main concern is the choice of nodes and clusters with maximum 
energy for multi dimension network. The opportunistic routing theory is 

projected for one dimensional queue network in previous work, further for 

proposed multi dimension Advance Distributed Self Organization Balanced 
Clustering Algorithm (DSBCA) is used.  In proposed algorithm the concept 

selection of cluster heads based on the theory of Energy and Bandwidth 

priority. Network lifetime will be enhanced by putting the relay nodes into 
sleep mode and thereby increasing the energy efficiency. The efficiency of 

Dead nodes and whole network life time is increased. 
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1 Introduction 
 

A sensor network is an approach in subtracted raised area which contains 

a numerous tiny, little, little-energy, wireless device known as sensor node. It 

is equipped to carry out information dispensation, data collection and 
exchange information with additional coupled within the area of sensor 

nodes. Information is launched from start to destination, path afterward to 

different notes.  Figure 1 shows that Wireless sensor network architecture. 
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The fore most goal in nearly all of wireless sensors networks to enhance 

the life The priority based opportunistic routing theory is for the most part 

implemented for non-rechargeable nodes [1-5]. The Relay node is known as 
the vital midway node within the start node and the end node. In number of 

situations, relay node move toward the router.  

Lessening WSN organization costs while expanding usefulness includes 
significant advances in four key innovation territories: sensors, CMOS-based 

semiconductor gadgets, organizing conventions and vitality stockpiling/age 

innovation. The climax of this exertion is the arrangement of remote sensor 

networks for the developing Internet of Things. To comprehend the effect of 
innovation union in the present WSN applications, we should inspect the 

force expected to send data from one sensor to an aggregator situated around 

3 km away in the WSN utilizing remote MCUs. For the motivations behind 
this model, we will accept a beneficiary force utilization of 10 mW and 

affectability of - 60 dBm for a compelling connection financial plan of 80 

dB. Besides, the transmitter force will be disentangled as just the force 
intensifier[5-16]. 

 

 
Figure 1: Wireless sensor network architecture 

 
Networks can be easily extensive just by adding up a supplementary 

device – no re-work or multifaceted arrangement. In general, as soon as 

public considers wireless devices people believe of item for instance cell 
phone, private digital assistant, or laptop. Nothing like long-established wire 

system, exploitation cost will be nominal. As a substitute of deploying 

thousands of foot of wires running scared through shielding channel, installer 
basically has to place quarter size devices at every sense position.  
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2 Distributed Self-Organization Balanced Clustering 
Algorithm (DSBCA) 
 

The bunching calculation in prior hypotheses is routinely conveyance 

without considering the separation. Anyway in typically the hubs are every 
now and again having no accurate example in course of action. The bunching 

calculation doesn't get the sharing of hubs into clarification, utilizing 

customary grouping approach may prompt lopsided topological structure, 
and a few hubs kick the bucket quickly due to an excessive amount of vitality 

decay. The bunching sweep is determined by reaction time and record 

circulation. In the event that two groups have a similar availability thickness, 
the bunch a lot farther from the worker has bigger group span. In the event 

that two bunches have a similar good ways from the worker, the group with 

the higher thickness has littler group range. 

Distance is to be discovered first then connectivity thickness of node and 
the node limitation. DSBCA selects the random nodes to trigger clustering 

process first. Then the trigger node Ut calculates its connected density and 

distance from the base station to determine cluster radius by (1), and 
becomes the temporary cluster head. 

]               (1) 

Where D(u)is the distance from the base station of u, D k(u)is the 

connectivity density of node u, β is the sensor parameters determined by 
specific applications of WSNs, and floor is the calculation of rounding 

Where RSSI is received signal strength indicator, and A is the signal strength 

with 1 meter distance from the base station N k(u)is k-hop neighbors of node 

u .  

                       (2) 

The bunching calculation in past ideas is consistently circulation without 

thinking about the separation. Anyway in regularly the hubs are generally 

having no particular example in game plan. The fundamental reason for 
DSBCA is to produce groups with more adjusted hubs and abstain from 

making unreasonable bunches with numerous hubs. The group close to the 

workers additionally forward the information from further bunches 
(everything groups require to speak with the workers, however the long – 

separation devours time) and as we as a whole know, such a large number of 

individuals in group may achieve extreme traffic utilization in the executives 
and correspondence. In DSBCA calculation the availability thickness and the 

area of the hub attempting to manufacture a reasonable bunching structure. 

The DSBCA depends on the availability thickness and good ways from the 

worker. The bunching span is determined by reaction time and record 
dispersion. On the off chance that two bunches have a similar network 

thickness, the group a lot farther from the worker has bigger group span.  
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On the off chance that two groups have a similar good ways from the 
worker, the bunch with the higher thickness has littler bunch sweep. DSBCA 

grouping is uniform dispersion.  

 

3 Proposed Work 
 

Figure 2 depicts flow diagram of proposed work. 

 

 
Figure 2: Proposed work 

 

3.1 Selection of Area and Number of Nodes 
 

In each and every wireless sensor networks experiments, the main and 

initial step is to define a particular area. The area is selected on the basis of 
range, power, distance and some other priority techniques. The nodes or 

sensors within these particular areas communicate with each other.  In some 

cases nodes are deployed arbitrarily. The nodes which are out of range are 
connected with other nodes and clusters. 

 

3.2 Allocation of Bandwidth and Energy 
 

This process deals with allocation of bandwidth and energy to the 

defined nodes. In our research the allocation of Bandwidth is on random 

bases [15]. The same bandwidth is not provided to all nodes. The threshold 
energy is 0.3 (Standard range between 0-1) provided to a particular node. 

 

3.3 Clustering and Cluster Head Selection 
 

Clustering has been implemented to increase the lifetime of sensor 

network via decreasing energy spending. It will also improve network 

scalability. Researchers in every subject of wireless sensor network suppose 
that nodes are homogeneous, but some time nodes perhaps of 

different energy to extend the lifetime of a WSN and its reliability. For 

making a loop for communication between different nodes and cluster, at the 
start loop the clusters are selected randomly with Leach approach. 
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3.4 Range Bases Making Cluster 
 

Several algorithms are used for topology management by the coverage 
area of every node and power administration depends on suggested 

communicating power inside the framework of wireless ad hoc network. By 

means of decreasing broadcast range of the nodes, energy inspired by every 
node is reduced and topology created. The choice of most favorable cluster 

head and as a result figure out the most favorable cluster attractive prejudiced 

metrics similar to battery life, distance, place, thickness, reporting area, 
obligatory and existing node degree. DSBCA algorithm is used mainly for 

range base clusters. 

 

3.5 Choose Maximum Energy and Bandwidth for Cluster Head 
Selection 
 

In the starting the cluster are preferred at random for the first loop, 
system start working and for the second loop the selection of cluster head is 

depending on the value of bandwidth and energy. The node which has 

maximum energy is chosen based on energy priority algorithm and for the 

same node the concept of maximum bandwidth is also implemented. Thus 
the node which has both maximum energy and bandwidth is selected as 

cluster head.   

 

3.6 Energy Calculations 
 

Energy calculation deals with amount of energy consumed at the time of 
transmission. Energy Balance Model Equations are used for the calculation 

of rounds per transmission between node to node and cluster to node. These 

are the standard equations which calculate distance between nodes and 

energy between nodes. In our concept we check both the energy and 
bandwidth of different nodes, based on these calculations the whole process 

take place. 

 

4 Dead nodes 
 

Dead nodes means the node with zero energy and these type of nodes are 
not able to transmission and reception of data. In this case client is not 

capable to acquire any data from network and in addition not able to know if 

all nodes die. So, user will not clear to differentiate between how many nodes 
are alive or dead in network and will not be able to know about network 

lifetime. On the bases of dead node we will analyze the life time of the 

network.  
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The transmission and receptions of rounds (packets) gave the 

information about the capability of the node in the terms of energy. The area 

is defined 50 by 50 with respect to the x and y coordinates. The initial energy 
provided to the nodes is 0.2. The blue color dots represent the no of nodes. 

We have 150 nodes in the area range of 50. The length of area was also 

decreased or increased according to the user or network requirement. The 
representation of the below figure 3 is through the Matlab Standards. For the 

practical applications the area is defined in meters and kilometers. Defining 

an area is a basic part for any network. Due to randomized feature the 
particular position of nodes is not defined according t distance parameters. 

The red node shows the position of sink with which all the nodes make 

contact for transmission and reception of information. 
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Figure 3: Network Representation 

 

5 Multi Dimension Network and Cluster Heads 
 

After the implementation of nodes within a specified area, our next step 
is to choose the cluster and cluster heads. In this process we apply the 

Randomized approach for the selection of cluster in starting loop. As the loop 

begins the nodes start transmission with each other as the energy starts 

decreasing. When whole loop completed all the nodes have different energy 
which was same in starting. Based on this energy we select the nodes with 

DSBC Algorithm. After this for the selection of cluster-heads the concept of 

Bandwidth priority and energy priority is used which leads to the final cluster 
head selection. The Clusters reduce data incoming from member nodes and 

launch a collective packet to the BS to decrease the sum of information that 

have to be transmitted to the BS. For the further cluster heads selection an 
Advance Distributed Self Organization Balanced Clustering Algorithm 

(DSBCA) is used, in basic it track a circulated approach to outline 

hierarchical arrangement in self-organizing style.  
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DSBCA pick the casual nodes to start clustering. Afterward, calculates 

its connected compactness and distance from server. First, we discover the 

distance to server, the connectivity compactness of node and parameters. 
With which we find the cluster head. We purposed an advance DSBCA in 

which the cluster heads are chosen with priority to energy and bandwidth as 

shown in figure 4. The blue dots depict the nodes within area and green dots 
are as cluster heads. In a network for the cluster head selection with the 

priority concept the nodes are first selected with maximum energy and these 

selected nodes further selected checked with maximum bandwidth.  
Those nodes which have both maximum energy and bandwidth are 

selected as a cluster heads. The red dot act as a sink with which all nodes 

make communication. The number of cluster heads is 15 with 150 nodes. We 

have a prevision to change the number of nodes and also the cluster heads 
which are asked in the initial stage of the project or code. 
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Figure 4: Cluster head representation 

 

6 Dead Nodes in Multi Dimension Network 
 

Figure 5 shows the graph of Multi dimension network. In figure 5, x 

coordinates characterizes the Rounds and y coordinates characterizes the 
Dead number of nodes. The transmission of packets takes place between 

cluster heads and nodes. The node which exists as the end nodes or far away 

from the cluster consumes high energy due to the long distance 
communication. The nodes which are out of range are not connected with 

clusters. According to the figure 5, the all nodes are alive till 5500 rounds, 

the remaining nodes began to die and only 13 no represented at y axis are 
dead when they reach 8000 rounds.  
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The First Node Dead (FND) takes place at 5300 round. First 7 nodes are 

observed to be dead at 5300 rounds. According to the number of dead nodes 

the Life time of the network is predicted. The node which are dead not able 
to receive or transmit the data from other alive nodes. These dead nodes are 

also improved by using sleep mode in our work as compared to previous 

work. The nodes which are not working for a particular time put themselves 
on sleep mode and save the energy for the future communication. We can 

change the number of rounds according to the user requirement.  
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Figure 5: Dead nodes representation 

 

7 Conclusion 
 

The network lifetime is enhanced by using multiple techniques and 

protocols. For the better results, implementation of Advance DBMS 
techniques for clusters and cluster head selection is performed. By using 

cluster heads we convert one dimension queue network into multi dimension 

network. The priority concept is used as advancement in DBMS. The first 
priority is check node with higher bandwidth and then higher energy, node 

with higher priority are selected as cluster heads. The lifetime of the network 

increased at a very high rate, approximately 40% more life-time is increased 

than the previous network. The concept of sleep mode also used, the nodes 
which are free are putt on sleep mode for a particular time period through 

which the energy is saved. We calculate the number of dead nodes, in which 

there are only 13 dead nodes with 8000 rounds.  
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